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Abstract: In disaster management, evacuation modeling is considered a useful visual tool to dis-
aster managers for reviewing current evacuation strategies, estimating the ability of shelters to
accommodate all evacuees, and developing evacuation route planning. Though there are several
existing studies on evacuation modeling in the case of an earthquake, research that integrates road
blockades into evacuation simulations is quite limited. From that viewpoint, this research aims to
develop evacuation modeling with consideration of road blockades to simulate how residents move
to evacuation centers (hereafter, shelters) through urban areas following an earthquake occurrence.
The research also determines difficulties that residents may encounter under earthquake conditions,
compared with normal conditions, corresponding to considering or not considering road blockades,
respectively, such as having no access to shelters, taking longer routes instead of shortest routes, and
so on. Debris from damaged buildings in an urban area is assumed as the main source of debris that
would cause a road blockade. The model is applied to a case study of the Daitoku school district in
Kanazawa city. According to simulated results, due to road blockades, occupants of many damaged
buildings did not have access to shelters, and a lot of evacuees needed to move to shelters with longer
routes instead of taking the shortest routes. Furthermore, the research results show the possibility
of considering road blockades for improving current evacuation modeling and making evacuation
simulations more realistic.

Keywords: debris; damaged building; evacuee; accessibility; network analysis; Geographic Informa-
tion System (GIS)

1. Introduction

“A mega-disaster will result in an enormous number of evacuees staying in evac-
uation centers for a significant long time”; this quote was taken from a lesson learned
from the Great East Japan Earthquake 2011 [1]. As reported from that event, more than
470,000 people were evacuated to more than 2400 shelters and the region faced difficulties
with goods deliveries to affected areas because of damaged roads [1]. Experiences from
past earthquakes show that road blockades caused by debris from damaged buildings in
urban areas prevented evacuees from moving to shelters. Therefore, in earthquake-prone
countries like Japan, because “large earthquakes can happen anywhere at any time” [2],
estimating the impact of a potential earthquake as well as shelter capacity, which refers to
the number of evacuees that can be accommodated, is necessary and important for disaster
damage mitigation. Accordingly, many evacuation models [3–12] have been developed
and are useful tools for disaster managers for reviewing current evacuation strategies
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and estimating whether shelters can provide accommodation for all evacuees. However,
evacuation models that integrate road blockades are limited in the literature. Since the
current evacuation models do not consider road blockades, which means all obstacles on
the roads leading to the shelters are ignored, these models cannot realistically simulate
residents’ evacuation to shelters.

To date, several studies have focused on developing evacuation models in case of an
earthquake [3–12]. These researchers have followed different approaches for simulating
residents’ evacuation to shelters, such as network analysis for choosing the nearest shelter
based on road networks [7–9,11], agent-based models that represent evacuees’ behaviors for
choosing shelters [3,6], vehicle routing problems that simulate residents’ evacuation from
local shelters to regional shelters [4] and route choice models based on available evacuation
route sets (distance to available routes, length of available routes, level of congestion in
available routes and the capacity of available exits) for simulating route choice behavior of
pedestrians during an evacuation [5]. Umma and Luc [10] considered additional variables
such as road congestion, number of evacuees based on their income, ethnicity, ownership,
and age for calculating the number of evacuees and simulating residents’ evacuation.
Ye et al. [12] used a distance-based function to help evacuees choose the best evacuation
route from their home to evacuation shelters. However, these studies did not consider
road blockades in the simulations. Therefore, they could not reflect the risks residents
encounter during earthquakes in real life, such as not being able to find routes to main
shelters. Moreover, they were also limited in their ability to support disaster managers
in identifying portions of the road network as having high potential for loss connectivity
caused by debris from damaged buildings, as well as evacuation route planning. Although
Ertugay et al. [13] considered road blockades for estimating accessibility to shelters, the
authors only examined main roads for evacuation routes and assumed travel by car for
their accessibility assessment, and they did not calculate the number of evacuees at each
shelter from the evacuation simulation nor estimate the shelter capacity.

Several studies have shown that road blockades, which are caused by damaged
buildings, become obstacles for emergency activities, such as evacuation and rescue, in
urban areas [7,14–20]. Goncalo et al. [21] pointed out that debris from damaged buildings
are major inaccessibility sources in urban areas, while they accounted for 91% of road
blockades in the 1995 Kobe earthquake [15]. Therefore, several methods were developed
for identifying road blockades, with most considering the length of debris and road width
as important factors [7,14–19].

From the above discussion, this research aims to develop an evacuation model that
considers locations of road blockades as input data for simulating residents’ evacuation
to main accommodation shelters (Kyotenhinanbasho in Japanese, hereafter, main shelters)
following earthquakes using network analysis. Debris from damaged buildings is assumed
to be the main source of road blockage. The buildings in this research include houses,
apartments, houses with shops, apartments with shops, and houses with workplaces—the
five main types of buildings in Japan [9]. Different from Ertugay et al. [13], the present study
considers all roads in the case study for simulating evacuation from residents’ buildings to
main shelters and estimated shelter capacity based on simulated results of the number of
evacuees and planned capacity at each shelter. Apart from debris length, dependent on the
damaged building’s height [16], and distance from these buildings to the road center, this
study examines relative locations of these buildings (a single damaged building along a
road and opposite/nearly opposite buildings along a road) for identifying a road blockade.
Although Mizuta [15] showed some examples of how a single collapsed house and opposite
collapsed houses could cause road blockades, the author assumed a debris length of 3 m
for all houses.

Given the above viewpoints, considering road blockades in evacuation modeling
plays a key role in improving current evacuation simulation. Therefore, the proposed
simulation is more realistic, allows the residents to choose the best possible unblocked
routes, and helps local governments and disaster managers to identify safe evacuation
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routes as well as routes with high potential to be blocked due to an earthquake. Moreover,
the proposed evacuation simulation in this research, with considering road blockades,
could contribute to the field of model development for evacuation planning.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the reasons for
choosing the Daitoku primary school district (hereafter, school district) as a case study and
a brief introduction of the area are presented. Then, methodologies for identifying road
blockades and evacuation simulation design are outlined in the next section. Simulated
results on locations of road blockades and accessibility to main shelters are represented in
the results and discussion section. Finally, we conclude this article and discuss possible
future research.

2. Methodology

This research used results on seismic intensity prediction, forecasts of damaged build-
ings, and evacuees in Kanazawa City [9] as input data for the evacuation simulation. In
more detail, the conventional method proposed by the National Research Institute for
Earthquake Science and Disaster Prevention was applied to calculate seismic intensity and
building damage was predicted based on the vulnerability function, which indicated a
relationship between the ratio of damaged buildings according to different structural types,
construction periods, and seismic intensity. The evacuee numbers, then, were forecast
by considering the number of damaged buildings and the number of residents in those
buildings [9]. In the present study, a method for road blockade prediction was presented
by considering the relative locations of damaged buildings, distances between roadside
building walls and the road center, and debris length from damaged buildings. Finally,
evacuation simulations with and without considering road blockades were conducted to
examine accessibility to shelters as well as shelter capacity. Figure 1 presents the flowchart
of road blockade prediction and evacuation simulation with considering road blockades.

Figure 1. Flowchart representing proposed methods for road blockade prediction and evacuation simulation when
considering road blockade.

2.1. Study Area

Daitoku school district is one of 62 school districts in Kanazawa City, Ishikawa prefecture,
Japan (Figure 2). In this area, the numbers of damaged buildings and evacuees (Table 1) are
predicted to be the highest among school districts according to a report on shelter capacity
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estimation [22] and Nguyen et al. [9]. Two main earthquake evacuation shelters exist in the
area, Daitoku and Kibikino primary schools, along with several emergency shelters [9], which
are parks in the case study. Notably, according to Nguyen et al. [9], Daitoku school district
may be subjected to an earthquake with a Japan Meteorological Agency intensity of 6 (shindo
6 in Japanese).

Figure 2. Case study of Daitoku school district located in Kanazawa City, Ishikawa prefecture, Japan.

Table 1. Predicted number of each kind of damaged building and evacuees in Daitoku school district [9,22].

Building Type Number of Buildings Number of Damaged
Buildings

Total
Population Number of Evacuees

House 6663 1412 18,831 3962
Apartment 613 69 4731 400

House with shop 380 90 781 175
Apartment with shop 49 2 522 7

House with workplace 136 38 339 90
Total 7841 1611 25,204 4634

In this research, building data include building type (house, apartment, house with a
shop, apartment with a shop, and house with workplace), the number of stories, structural
types (wood, reinforced concrete, steel, light-gauge steel), construction year, and building
area [9]. An example of building information is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. An example of building information including building type, number of stories, structural type, construction year,
area, location coordinates.

2.2. Data Collection

Most necessary data were derived from the Kanazawa local government, which
included road networks and locations of main shelters, and the Daitoku school district.
Moreover, data on damaged buildings—the most important data in this research—were
collected from a report on shelter capacity estimation [19] and Nguyen et al. [9], while
data on the location of road blockages were derived from Nguyen et al. [7]. Therefore, we
assumed that we knew a distribution of damaged buildings as well as road blockages in
Daitoku school district. All data, then, were processed in ArcGIS software for simulation.
Detailed information about the type, source, attribute, and application of these data is
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Collected data.

No. Name of Data File Type Attributes Source Application

1 Damaged buildings Shape file Location of damaged buildings [9,22]

Evacuation
simulation

2 Road network Shape file Length of road segments Kanazawa local
government

3 Evacuation shelter location Shape file Location of shelters Kanazawa local
government

4 Daitoku primary school district Shape file Boundary of Daitoku school
district

Kanazawa local
government

5 Location of road blockade Shape file Location of blocked roads [7]

2.3. Method for Road Blockage Prediction

This research applied a method for identifying road blockades proposed by Nguyen
et al. [7] that considered relative locations of damaged buildings, debris length, and distances
from these buildings to the road center as main sources of information for road blockades
in urban areas. The two relative locations included a single damaged building along a road
and opposite or nearly opposite damaged buildings along a road. A road blockade, then, was
identified by comparing the debris length of a damaged building with the distance from a
roadside building wall to the road center.

In this research, the distance between a roadside building wall and the road center was
calculated as the nearest distance from a damaged building to the road’s center line using
the ‘near table’ function in the ArcGIS software. In reality, longer debris length indicates
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a higher probability that a road will be blocked. Furthermore, a greater number of road
blockades means more residents will be affected. Therefore, we considered three cases
of different debris lengths to present the impact of debris length on road blockades. The
debris length was assumed as a dependent value of a building’s height and was equal to
one-half, one-fourth, and one-eighth in each of the three proposed cases [16]. The formulas
for calculating debris length are shown as Equations (1)–(3) [16].

L = H/2 (1)

L = H/4 (2)

L = H/8 (3)

L is the debris length of the damaged building (m); H is the height of the damaged
building (m).

The first case with L = H/2 indicates the maximum value of debris length that results
in the highest number of road blockades. The second and third cases showed medium and
minimum debris length, respectively.

Moreover, for each type of relative location of damaged buildings, we utilized a
separated method for identifying road blockades using simple functions in ArcGIS software,
as represented in the following sections.

2.3.1. A Road Blockade Caused by Debris from a Single Damaged Building along a Road

As represented in Figure 4, a road blockade will occur if the debris length of the
damaged building is more than or equal to two times the distance between the roadside
building’s wall and the road’s center (Equation (4)). This case can be seen in real life when
the road is narrow and adjacent to damaged buildings or the damaged buildings are tall.

L ≥ 2D (4)

Figure 4. Road blockade caused by debris from a damaged building along a road.

L is the debris length of the damaged building (m); D is the distance between roadside
building wall and the road’s center.

The locations of road blockades can be detected based on the calculation results on
the length of debris L and the distance between the roadside building’s wall and the road’s
center, D. Again, all calculation processes were conducted using ArcGIS software.

2.3.2. A Road Blockade Caused by Debris from Opposite or Nearly Opposite Damaged
Buildings along a Road

Figure 5 shows examples of relative locations of opposite or nearly opposite damaged
buildings that can cause a road blockade after an earthquake. Concerning these damaged
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buildings, a road blockade occurs if the total debris length from the two damaged buildings
is more than or equal to two times the distance between the roadside building’s wall and
the road’s center (Equation (5)).

LA + LB ≥ 2D (5)

Figure 5. Road blockade caused by debris from opposite (a) or nearly opposite (b) damaged buildings along a road.

Because it is difficult to identify which buildings are opposite or nearly opposite each
other, we utilized the “buffer” function to identify a road blockade. Each damaged building
would create a buffer zone equal to the debris length of that damaged building. From that
viewpoint, if the buffer zones of opposite or nearly opposite damaged buildings overlay or
nearly overlay each other, the intersection of the two buffer zones and the road will become
a location of a road blockade (Figure 6).

Figure 6. An example of road blockade detection by using the buffer function. The buffer zone was created based on the
debris length of damaged buildings.

2.4. Evacuation Simulation

After an earthquake, residents must be aware of the location of the main shelters in
their school districts to which they are required to evacuate. According to the current
policy on earthquake evacuation strategy, as well as a 2015 hearing with the Director of the
Disaster Prevention Division in Kanazawa City, residents must first proceed to the nearest
main shelters located in their school districts for evacuation. Further accommodation
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shelters in the same school district are made available for utilization if the capacity of the
main shelters is exceeded.

This research conducted an evacuation simulation considering predicted locations of
road blockades using network analysis in ArcGIS software. In the simulation, residents
will go to the nearest main shelters based on the road network. If a road blockade occurs on
the nearest route to the main shelters, residents must choose another route without a road
blockade. The simulated results will show the number of evacuees at each main shelter,
distances evacuees traveled to shelters, as well as highlight damaged buildings having
no access to main shelters. Furthermore, this research also conducted a simulation that
did not consider road blockades to compare the two conditions—with and without road
blockades—to determine the difficulties earthquake evacuees face in comparison with a
normal condition.

2.5. Shelter Capacity Estimation

Shelter capacity risk was estimated by considering the ratio between the number
of simulated evacuees and the planned capacity of the main shelter [9,11,23]. The ratio
indicates whether each main shelter has sufficient space to accommodate the number of
evacuees remaining after the earthquake. If the ratio is equal to or less than 1, shelter
capacity is sufficient; if the ratio exceeds 1, shelter capacity is insufficient. In this research,
the number of evacuees in each main shelter was derived from the results of the above-
mentioned evacuation simulation, while planned capacity was calculated by dividing
the planned area of each shelter by a ‘necessary living area per capita’ for evacuation
living [9,11,23]. The values for necessary living area per capita differ among prefectures
and cities in Japan as well as among countries in the world and range from 1.62 m2 to
4 m2 [1,9,11,23]. In Kanazawa City, this allowance is set at 3 m2 per evacuee [24]. We,
therefore, assumed that each evacuee required a minimum of 3 m2 of space for accommo-
dation in the main shelters to comply with the policy proposed by the local government of
Kanazawa City.

3. Results and Discussion

According to the results, there were 166, 81, and 20 locations of road blockades in the
three cases (Figures 7–9 respectively), while the numbers of damaged buildings having no
access to main shelters due to road blockades were 81, 20, and 9 (represented in Table 3 [7]).
In this simulation, the damaged buildings were considered as ones having no access to main
shelters if they are located between two locations of road blockage in the same road segment
or located in a blind alley with a location of a road blockage. Furthermore, road segments
with locations of road blockades were identified (Figures 10–12). The results highlight longer
debris length means a greater number of road blockades. Moreover, a greater number of road
blockades indicates a higher probability that a road will be completely blocked.

Table 3. Number of locations of road blockades and number of damaged buildings which do not have access to main
shelters according to three cases of different debris lengths.

Number of Locations of Road Blockade Number of Damaged Buildings Having No Access to
Main Shelters

Case 1 (L = H/2) 166 81
Case 2 (L = H/4) 47 20
Case 3 (L = H/8) 18 9
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Figure 7. Locations of road blockades in Case 1 with L = H/2.

Figure 8. Locations of road blockades in Case 2 with L = H/4.
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Figure 9. Locations of road blockades in Case 3 with L = H/8.

Figure 10. Blocked roads in Case 1 with L = H/2.
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Figure 11. Blocked roads in Case 2 with L = H/4.

Figure 12. Blocked roads in Case 3 with L = H/8.
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Based on simulated results of evacuation distance that evacuees have travelled, four
distance categories (0–500 m, 500–1000 m, 1000–2000 m, and over 2000 m) were considered
to examine accessibility from evacuees’ houses to main shelters under earthquake and
normal conditions. According to the results, the number of evacuees who had to travel
less than 500 m to the main shelter decreased under the earthquake condition compared
with the normal condition. In the earthquake condition, more locations of road blockades
meant fewer evacuees. There are several reasons for these observations. Firstly, due to road
blockades, many residents have to choose longer routes without road blockades instead
of the shortest route to reach the main shelters (Figure 13). Secondly, many evacuees do
not have access to main shelters (Figure 14) and more road blockades mean more people
from damaged buildings do not have access to main shelters. In distance categories of
500–1000 m and 1000–2000 m, the number of evacuees increased under the earthquake con-
dition compared with the normal condition, as well as in three varied cases of earthquake
condition. Finally, the percentage of evacuees living in a distance category of over 2000 m
did not change much across all conditions and cases. Figure 15; Figure 16 present the
percentages of damaged buildings and evacuees according to the four distance categories.

Figure 13. Cont.
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Figure 13. Evacuation route from damaged building No. 956 to a shelter under earthquake (a) and normal conditions (b).

Figure 14. Cont.
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Figure 14. Cont.
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Figure 14. Locations of road blockades (red triangles) and buildings having no access to shelters (light green dots) in three
cases: L = H/2 (a); L = H/4 (c); and L = H/8 (d). Due to road blockades, some buildings have no access to main shelters (b).

Figure 15. Percentages of damaged buildings at each distance category under earthquake conditions
(with considering road blockades) and in normal conditions (without considering road blockades).
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Figure 16. Percentages of evacuees at each distance category under earthquake conditions (with
considering road blockades) and in normal conditions (without considering road blockades).

From the above analysis, many residents encounter road blockades caused by debris
from damaged buildings during an earthquake, which means they cannot find a route to
the main shelters or must travel longer distances to shelters.

Furthermore, results of the numbers of evacuees at each main shelter, which are
represented in Table 4, show that because some damaged buildings do not have access
to main shelters due to road blockades, the number of evacuees at main shelters under
an earthquake condition is less than that in a normal condition. Moreover, under an
earthquake condition, a greater number of damaged buildings that do not have access to
main shelters means there are fewer evacuees at main shelters. Along with a decrease of
evacuees at main shelters, a ratio between the number of evacuees and planned capacity
also decreased (Table 4 and Figure 17). The ratio between the number of evacuees and
planned capacity at each main shelter shows that the number of evacuees at Daitoku
primary school is over the planned capacity under an earthquake condition as well as a
normal condition, which indicates this shelter’s capacity is insufficient. Kibikino primary
school’s capacity is sufficient because the number of evacuees is less than the planned
capacity. Therefore, excess evacuees at Daitoku primary school can go to Kibikino primary
school for evacuation.

Table 4. Results on the number of evacuees and the ratio of simulated evacuees and planned capacity at each main shelter
with and without considering road blockades as well as in different cases of debris length.

Main Shelters Planned Capacity Evacuees Simulated Evacuees/Planned Capacity

Daitoku
primary school

Without Road Blockade

2634

3029 1.1499

With road blockade
L = H/8 3010 1.1427
L = H/4 2981 1.1316
L = H/2 2869 1.0890

Kibikino
primary school

Without road blockade

2373

1605 0.6761

With road blockade
L = H/8 1604 0.6757
L = H/4 1603 0.6754
L = H/2 1548 0.6527
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Figure 17. The ratio between simulated evacuees and planned capacity at two main shelters in Daitoku school district:
Daitoku primary school (a) and Kibikino primary school (b).

4. Conclusions

This research integrated road blockades caused by debris from damaged buildings into
evacuation modeling for simulating residents’ evacuation to main shelters and estimating
the accessibility as well as shelter capacity, both of which have not been included in previous
literature. Furthermore, this research also highlighted difficulties that residents encounter
under earthquake conditions compared with normal conditions when considering road
blockades, such as needing to travel a longer route and having no access to shelters. The
research results showed many residents of damaged buildings could not access shelters
and this was exacerbated by an increase in the number of road blockades. Moreover, an
increase in road blockades also meant many residents had to travel longer distances to
evacuation shelters. Since residents of many damaged buildings did not have access to
main shelters, the ratio between simulated evacuees and planned capacity at main shelters
also decreased under earthquake conditions compared with a normal condition. Therefore,
a decrease in road blockades is very necessary to mitigate these difficulties by planning a
short-term strategy to reinforce vulnerable buildings and a long-term strategy to construct
stronger buildings, especially houses, the most damaged buildings due to their popularity,
wooden construction, and early construction period in this study. Moreover, based on the
difference between earthquake and normal conditions, the proposed model considering
road blockades can reflect what happens in real life after an earthquake. In other words,
considering road blockades is important and could improve current evacuation models
by making them more realistic under earthquake conditions. Therefore, the proposed
model may become a useful tool for supporting disaster managers in reviewing current
evacuation shelter planning as well as thinking of evacuation route planning.

Although the proposed model showed advantages over previous models, there are
also limitations to this model. First, only road blockades caused by debris from damaged
buildings were considered as obstacles that prevent residents from moving to evacuation
shelters. Second, the model did not consider a case of tsunami occurrence following the
earthquake occurrence, although the case study is near the West Sea of Japan and may
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be affected by a tsunami. This case will cause more danger to residents’ life and make
shelter evacuation more difficult because some roads may be blocked by water and other
debris different from those of damaged buildings. Moreover, the residents have to evacuate
immediately comparing with the case of earthquake occurrence only. Therefore, for further
research, an evacuation modeling in case of the effect of earthquake and tsunami and
investigation on more sources causing road blockades, such as ground failure, landslides
should be conducted.
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